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Craters

Darling, let’s drive around and watch the stars shy behind the clouds.

As it gets dimmer out, let’s let things simmer down, now.

And like the ocean breeze, you’re taking over me.

I hear the crashing waves, but I know that everything’s okay.

Stars will fade and strike the ground. I know there are craters to be found,

But whenever you’re around, I know that I’ll be safe and sound.

And now I understand, like high tides kiss the sand,

I know our love is true, and I will dive right into you.

‘Cause your lips imprinted on mine, like footsteps on the shoreline,

But what good’s the shore to me or you, if there’s a sea between us two?

And at times, these waters get rough, but we’ve learned to sail right through.

So if I plunge in heart first, I hope you jump in too.

So when my skin is wrinkled, from a lifetime of swimming through your soul,

You’ll still shine as bright as the stars did on the night that you first hit.

And though the sky and the sea are not always perfect,

I promise, in the end, this all will have been worth it.

-Mico Nilo
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Hey Imaginate readers, we have a contest for those of you who are musically inclined!

  The poem above was initially meant to be a song, but the author never got around 
to  giving it any melody or beat. We challenge you to show us your creativity and               

musical talent; record your version of this song on your computer, with a camera, or 
with a microphone and send us the results! All participants’ songs will be posted on our 
web page where anyone can vote for the best song. The winner of this competition will          

receive a $25 cash prize as well as an Imaginate t-shirt in the size of their choosing. This      
contest closes at the end of winter break, so get those submissions 
in ASAP! We’re excited to see what you can come up with! Submit all entries to our       

e-mail at: submissions@theimaginate.com.

          -The Imaginate Staff
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Riddle Me This

An angler in darkness
Near as old as time

Eight great, round fishes
I’ve caught on my line

What am I?

I can run all day
Sans muscle and gristle

Get out of my way
At the sound of my whistle

What am I?

Hewn down, processed, creased
The flesh of a tree

Once frozen in place
Now glides swift and free

What am I?

Smooth among the jagged,
Mirror of the sky

Reflects puffy and ragged
Unglimpsed by fish’s eye.

What am I?

Above me by night
For home they’re ready
A flowing river of light

White stream and red eddy
What am I?

Answers on page 8. 

-Matthew Hartman5
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A Hundred Thousand

Been walking for 6 weeks

Though it’s hard to lose count

Cause no one speaks

When you’re this far out.

Why can’t I just cooperate?

The rest of the world’s

Trying to procreate.

And I’m sitting here

Light-years away,

Watching the sunrise.

And it’s so bright…

A hundred thousand miles

Of wide open spaces

Thirty thousand hours

But time cannot replace

The burning sensation

Of a million suns

And their self-inflation

Looking down from above.

As I watch

The crackling flames

Of their fires

The hairs on my

Neck stand higher

And still, I walk on.

-Mihir Rastogi7



The Ceiling 

What is it you are thinking 
While staring at the ceiling - 

Your blank canvas for dreaming? 
 

Do you paint pictures of hope, 
Roads to elope, 

Or memories past on which to mope? 
 

Eyes closing, 
Mind still racing, 

With these thoughts you are creating.

Silence
 

Alone, I traveled beside a wall of clocks,

the land of structure—no room to imagine.

A forest of matches strikes a rock

and lights a world of unexpected passion.

The now irrelevant clocks have frozen;

and running fast into the forest I find

too little space for feeling and reason.

So emotion occupies my occupied mind.

And as the light swallows the world you emerge,

and a proper place is formed for this fire—

so into this light I gladly submerge.

Now, surrounded by desire,

this recklessly beautiful sensation

is expressed most clearly through implications.

-Vicky Taft

-Kiranjeet Sran
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Riddle Me This answers:

the sun
a train

a paper airplane
a high mountain lake

and a highway



Don’t Ever Forget This Day 

 

A whirlpool of flashbacks sting me in the place of immortal memory, that section of my heart I’ve tried 

in vain to remove. Sticks like tar, hardens to concrete, forms a sick human. 

 

I’m no older than ten. Little red dots are making my eyes widen. I’m a deer, doe eyes, dough skin. Then I 

droop, crumpling in the futility of it all. My mother threw a candle at me. Lavender wax seeped into my 

purple carpet for years, sea of shit-I-can’t-forget. Sticks like rubber bands on braces, hardens to adult-

teeth. 

 

I’m eighteen. I’m scared for my life. 

 

Like floodgates, hell courses through my father’s veins, blood pressure teetering over the brink of a hos-

pital. There’s no carpet here. 

 

I stand there in that small room, nervously shaking. But I had to be a rock. And it started, with spit — he 

showered my face. Cowering, the corners of my lips twitched in maddening disbelief. But I had to be a 

rock. 

 

White hatred, white flecks of a ruined birthday covered his mouth, and me. Chapped and raw, all we 

were. I could see so much up close that I never wanted to know. 

 

He continued to taunt me, rolling me between his fingertips; he had me. I fluttered my eyelashes against 

the palms of my hands and stood. I felt shattered glass as a face. 

 

“She has nothing to say. She’s just going to go hide now.”

-Alexa Wybraniec
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But no, I could never hurt her

She reminds me too much of myself 

But then why is she so different?

She moves with a certain grace; indistinguishable

Undefinable, yet somehow familiar

I would like to keep her in my pocket

She’d be warm and safe and dry

But then how will she breathe?

I can cut some breathing holes, 

But what if they’re too big?

What if she falls out?

-Mihir Rastogi
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Breathing Holes





SERIALS
This is the serials section, where all our recurring stories are. This month’s serials are extra long! What 

happens in the next chapter? You decide! Vote on the outcomes of serials at our website...
 www.theimaginate.com.
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      For Pretty Things 

 I study the cars for a moment before deciding, and take a sec to watch the grey-uniformed men step off and 
stand by the doors, but there’s a clear winner. “That one,” I say, nodding to the car with the two stories. I bet there’s 
a great view of the trip from that top floor. I start walking.
 “Hold up, kid,” Dryden chuckles. “Aren’t you forgetting something?”
 I pause. “Huh?”
 A smirk spreads on his face. “How you gonna get on without a ticket?”
 “Ticket?” I repeat exasperatedly, staring at him.
 “I keep forgetting you country people don’t have trains,” he comments, tossing his head. He looks so girlish 
for a moment I almost laugh. “You need a ticket to get on. A mark you’ve paid for your ride?”
 “I know what tickets are,” I scowl. That’s a lie but he doesn’t need to know it. “Why didn’t you mention this 
before? I don’t have any money.”
 He chuckles again and pulls a slip of paper out of his pocket. It has something written on it; I know what 
letters look like, at least, but not what they say. More interesting, there’s a red thumbprint on it. “Blood?”
 “Just get on the train,” comes his reply, and with a shrug I turn back to the huge metal monster and start 
heading towards it. Dryden follows close behind, and I feel his hand swipe by my shoulder like he wants to rest it 
there. Weirdo. Is he worried about me? That would be even weirder. The thought’s swept off my mind by the voice 
of the man in the uniform.
 “Ticket, little lady?” he demands. His voice is almost sarcastic. I dislike him instantly. I look him up and 
down as he examines my slip of paper: clothes raggedy, facial hair uneven, he’s like one of those ancient china dolls 
you see sometimes, wearing the clothes that used to be nice but now they’re falling apart and why the hell are you 
still looking at this creepy-ass thing? With a silent nod he hands me back the paper. He takes Dryden’s next and his 
eyes flick carelessly over it. He smiles at Dryden with more teeth than I see in most people’s mouths and lets us on.
 The instant I’m on the train I start running up the stairs. I like this little metal box I’m in. It’s alarmingly en-
closed, but it’s as new-looking a thing as I’ve ever seen. It’s attractive. And, now that I’m at the top of the stairs, I like 
it even more. Behind me I hear Dryden breathe in sharply.
 There’s only one other passenger in here, but he’s so impressive even I see why he put Dryden off. His hair 
is silvery, smooth as metal, and his clothes are clean and new and dark dark grey like if somebody actually wanted 
the ground to be that color on purpose. He has a little book he’s reading, but I’ve been gawking long enough that 
he’s noticed me over it. Normally I’d get kind of embarrassed at that. But he’s smiling. The feeling I get looking at 
him reminds me of my grampa. Like he doesn’t want anything out of me. I glance back at Dryden’s awestruck face 
and step into the car to sit down. I hear Dryden’s steps behind me tottering a bit as the train starts moving.
 “Hello!” the man says right off the bat. “What’re kids like you doing heading in to the city so young?”
 “We’re not young,” Dryden says cagily. “We can fend for ourselves, that’s all age matters.” He finally puts 
that hand on my shoulder. I cringe a little and bat it off. He’s sure protective for a guy who says I can fend for my-
self.
 The man notices and winks at me. “On a secret mission?”
 “Just taking a walk,” I shrug. I try to put on the smile Dryden always seems to have—don’t want to seem 
like I don’t know what I’m doing, right? It sits a little weird on my face. I don’t like smiling, I guess. I sit in the 
bench across from the man like I own the place. Dryden squeezes his way onto my other side and sits too, staring at 
the man. He doesn’t seem to notice.
 “Myself, I have business to do,” he announces to us.
 “Like stocks and bonds?” I ask. My grampa used to talk about those sometimes. He said stocks and bonds 
ran the world and nobody even knew what they were. Sounds about right, I don’t have a clue.
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 He laughs. “Something like that. Even today, there are profits to be made. Especially where we’re heading.” 
He leans towards me across the aisle and offers me his hand. “The name’s LeBlanc, though my friends call me Rex.” 
I stare at his hand a sec, not sure what to do with it.
 “Shake it,” Dryden hisses, nudging me. I think he mutters something about ‘you country kids’ but I can’t 
quite make it out. Shrugging, I take Rex’s hand. He holds on firmly for a moment and lets go; my hand almost 
hurts, but I don’t let it show.
 “I’m Ash,” I say.
 Rex stares at Dryden pointedly and after a minute the stubborn ass adds, “Call me the Magpie.”
 I frown. I’ve never heard him called that before. It’s a fake name and not a very nice one. A few magpies 
survived the Event, but they all mutated into something that’s hardly birds anymore; even I can see how fucked up 
they look, and I don’t even remember the time before. They’re huge and loud and sometimes a flock of ’em will kill 
a cow or something terrible like that and I dunno why anyone would wanna be associated with them. Least of all a 
pretty-boy like Dryden.
 “The Magpie?” Rex repeats. His smile widens and he looks more fierce than friendly now. “I thought I rec-
ognized you! You heading in for some calling?”
 “Yep,” comes the reply. He’s so terse all of a sudden he sounds like me.
 This has Rex frowning, too. He puzzles over us for a sec and opens up his book again and leans back in his 
seat to read. I sigh.
 “What’s this about, huh?” I ask Dryden quietly. “With the fake name and suddenly bein’ all unfriendly like 
you aren’t the most talkative thing this side of the sun?”
 “Shut up,” he mutters a little urgently.
 “No!” I insist. “You can’t just take me to the city for the first time and then be all suspicious and secretive 
and not explain junk! So what’s up!”
 “I’ll tell you,” Rex interjects. We both stop and stare at him. He closes his book and smiles the more relaxed 
smile he was wearing earlier. It makes me wonder if he’s ever gotten angry in his life.
 “I’d really rather you didn’t,” Dryden says, almost snarls. I think he’s been trying to be polite but now he’s 
getting nervous. I’m glad Rex is applying a little heat!
 “No,” Rex says, “it’d be my pleasure.” Shifts a little in his seat so he’s just facing me. I lean forward. I’m prob-
ably blocking Dryden’s view, but so what? Serves him right.
 Smiling some, I nod for him to continue.
 “You see, Ash, in the city we like to play a little game. It’s a fighting game. You ever used to fight with your 
siblings at home?”
 “All the time,” I chip in. For the first time all day I feel a little animated. Finally someone who knows what 
to talk about! “Me and Flower used to get into scraps like we were being paid to. I always showed him a thing or 
two, though—”
 “I’m glad you mention being paid!” cuts in Rex smoothly. “That’s what makes this game so fun. See, we like 
to make bets on these fights. That’s how men like myself like to spend our leisure time. And how your friend the 
Magpie makes his money, if I’m not mistaken.”
 A frustrated sigh comes from behind me. Dryden. Always the drama queen.
 “Why do people bet on ’em?” I ask. “Isn’t it more fun to get your hands a little dirty?”
 Rex lets out a slow chuckle. I’m not sure why. Then he explains, “Some people are too old to fight for 
themselves. Or just don’t like to get messy. So they bet. The bets fuel the prize pool, to make it more interesting for 
fighters. And to make it more interesting for the people watching, they have different levels of fights.”
 “And where’s Dry…where’s he come in?” I demand, nodding at Dryden. “He doesn’t have any money. He 
isn’t betting and he sure as hell isn’t fighting. So what’s he doing?”
 “I’m an announcer,” Dryden says quickly. “I call the fights. Make ’em sound good.”
 “What a useless job,” I comment. I turn around to stick my tongue out at him but he seems really not in the 
mood for joking. He swats me aside, so I turn back around and face the guy who’s actually being nice to talk to. “So, 
that’s it? What’s the point announcing?”
 “You get paid, of course,” Rex answers. “Of course, most callers have a side job recruiting people. The Mag-
pie here is a pretty successful recruiter. I’ve been to more than a few of his fights—he calls for the ones he arranges. 
You’ve got integrity, son,” he adds over my shoulder. Dryden grunts. This gets a shrug out of Rex. “Sure is a lot more 
talkative when he’s working, though.”
 “He’s just in a mood,” I inform him. “Usually I can’t get him to shut up.” Rex nods and we spend a moment 
in silence before I think of another question. “So what are the levels of fights? Why do you even need recruiters, 
shouldn’t people be all excited to try and make some money? Hell, I’d do it in a heartbeat.”
 “Would you fight a mutie?” Rex asks. That gets me to hush up real fast. “How about zombiekind? It makes 
for a much more interesting fight.”
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makes for a much more interesting fight.”
 “That’s allowed?” I blurt. “Isn’t that dangerous? Normal people can’t be fighting superpowered monsters 
and contagious creeps, that’s not fair!”
 “Anything’s fair if they sign,” Rex shrugs. He’s still smiling. He doesn’t seem upset in the least. I look him up 
and down with his shining hair and his fancy suit and for a second he just looks like he’s covered in grease. It’s an 
ugly image and I’m glad when it’s gone and he’s just a strange friendly grampa figure again.
 So I turn on Dryden. “You’re sayin’ you set people up to fight freaks?”
 “Yep,” he says. His eyes are closed. Is he biting his lip? I can’t tell.
 “How the hell do you even get them in on it? I’m surprised any of them’d want to since they can’t use our 
money or anything,” I prod. I punch his arm a little.
 “Oh, they don’t want to,” Rex juts in. “That’s why being a caller pays so well! Imagine risking your life 
weekly to catch those savage monsters! Yes, the Magpie here’s very respected in the field, prime example of a true 
up-and-coming.”
 My jaw drops. I stare back and forth from the businessman and Dryden wordlessly. For the first time since 
coming out east, I miss the farm. I want to go home and be away from the crazy people and their backwards ways 
of having a good time. I nearly say so, but then Dryden puts a hand on my shoulder.
 “There’s more to it than that. It’s a complex thing,” he starts to explain, gold eyes serious.
 I hit his hand off me. “I don’t care how complex it is! I can’t believe ever since I got here I’ve been excited to 
follow you into a place where you enslave monsters and make money yelling about ’em! That’s bullshit is what it is. I 
knew you were slimy, but this is something else.”
 “Slimy!” Rex exclaims. “I don’t think you—”
 “You’ve helped enough,” Dryden says. His voice is low. He’s rubbing his temple and his eyes are closed 
again. I can’t read him right now, probably embarrassed? Who knows.
 “I want to get out of here,” I say to him. “I want to go somewhere private and you better damn explain this 
to me, cause if it’s what it sounds like I will beat you up and throw you off the train and then you’ll be out of a job.”
 Rex lets loose a short bark of a laugh. “Why don’t you two try the downstairs compartment,” he suggests. 
“Nobody likes to go in there. No view. Not interesting. I’ll let you be. But, Ash, I hope you give the fights a try! 
They’re all in good fun.”
 I give him a look, stand, and start walking out the entrance I came in. I grab Dryden’s wrist so he can’t stick 
around, but he seems pretty content to just follow. I wish I knew what he was thinking better. He’s making me ner-
vous.
 I lead him downstairs. For some reason even though it’s in the same car, this floor is a lot darker than the 
upstairs one. Still, the shadows seem safe. Clean at least, no hands crawling around. So after a quick look around 
the car I sit Dryden down in one of the big communal looking seats. I sit across from him, and look him straight in 
the eyes. I have to get some kind of answer out of him or I think I’ll explode.
 “Dryden,” I start, and I falter. I just don’t know where to go from there. My image of him has never been 
good, but now it feels like someone took a dirty coffee mug and smashed it on a table til it broke. Sure the mug was 
dirty. But it was my coffee mug. Now I don’t even know what I have instead.
 “Look,” he says in a kinda rushed voice. “I’m not your usual caller. I know what I do is fucked but I’m a lot 
better than anyone else in the field. You have to trust me on that.”
 “You knew I wouldn’t like hearing about this,” I accuse him.
 “I did,” he admits. “But you would’ve found out. And you were curious. So I hoped I could show you the 
good sides of things first and maybe you would be able to appreciate it. LeBlanc apparently had other plans.”
 I study him in the darkness, hard, the way I don’t do often. His forehead is sweaty. He’s frowning, which 
he doesn’t do much, and he’s frowning hard. There’s a weird look in his eyes, kind of earnest. I guess it’s not such a 
weird look, but it’s weird as hell on him.
 “All right,” I sigh after a moment. “I’ll listen to your take on this shit. But you have to let me ask questions!”
 Dryden nods and still doesn’t smile. Strange. “Agreed,” he says.

What does Ashlyn ask about first?

a) How do you recruit people?
b) Why are the nonhumans involved in all this?
c) Why are Dryden’s methods so much better than everyone else’s?
d) Why is he calling himself “the Magpie”?

-Rachelle Adlerman



Her palm is soft as she grasps
the boy’s hand in greeting

His voice trembles
as he says hello

she invites him for tea
 in her windmill

and he can hardly
say yes fast enough

She opens the door to 
the windmill

and dances around the small 
circular room to

set the kettle on the fire.

It has been so long since 
she’s seen another soul.15



When they sit 
with their tea

He asks the flavor

She tells him it is made 
of moonbeams

“Moonbeams? How?”

“When I was a part of the 
sky I collected them.”

“I was part of the sky
so long ago”

She had  used to dance on 
moonbeams with the other star 

people, until one day she tripped

and fell from the sky

to land on an island16



with a windmill

the windmill had many
 things inside of it

as though someone
had lived there

but even though she had traveled 
to every corner of the island

she had never seen
another soul

until now

“How did you come to my island?” 
Asked the girl made of stars

“Did you come to help me 
escape my sandy prison?”

The boy responds

1) Yes, I have. 

2) No, sorry but I came here 
by accident.

3) I don’t know how I got 
here, but I will help you 
escape. 



Adalhard’s Saga
 Having reached Nosos with his new friends, Captain Xenophon and Bowline of the Sea-Foam, Adalhard believes he has shaken 
off those who were pursuing him on false suspicion of having murdered Sedacles, the master of a school for fencing and other warrior’s 
arts Adalhard trained at for nearly a decade. Now he turns his attention to apprehending the mysterious ‘Silent Man’ who he suspects 
may have been involved with the true murderer. Adalhard and Captain Xenophon guessed that he would eventually make his way to the 
large port of Nosos and thus traveled there ahead of him.
 Skip, skip, skip, skip, plunk. Skip, skip, skip, plunk. Adalhard searched for more flat rocks on the muddy beach. The light 
was fading rapidly as the last streaks of orange melted off the forbidding clouds, but he had keen eyes for such things and soon found 
another handful. 
 Skip, skip, skip, plunk.  Only three again, he had completely lost the knack. Had it really been ten years since those cooler 
summer evenings in the north? He’d spent many a young hour casting rocks into the lakes with the other boys and had been quite 
good at it once. 14 skips, not counting the tiny ones at the end, was the best he’d ever thrown. This evening all he’d managed was 7, 
one for every fruitless day in Nosos. He’d been living among strange people far from home for too long.
Skip, skip, plunk. Terrible. It was partly the size of the ‘lagoon;’ since it was little more than a big tide pool he couldn’t throw hard. It 
was the best place he’d found so far though, nearly half an hour away from the swarms of houses. Even out here among the hilly grape 
and barley farms there were still more people about than he was used to; Nosos was a tremendous city. And it needed a tremendous 
amount of water.  Almost before Captain Xenophon left again Adalhard had found work fetching it from wells so he wouldn’t have 
to spend any of the money the captain gave him to live on or impose on anyone’s hospitality. Too many debts to be repaid already. He 
wasn’t very good at the job; the city was an incomprehensible labyrinth of unmarked alleys and streets in which he could lose his way 
to the clearest landmark, much to Bowline’s annoyance no doubt. Adalhard wondered if the sailor had stayed with him by choice or if 
the captain had ordered it. Either way, he was very glad of the help.
Skip, skip, skip, skip, skip, plunk. “I knew you were out on the beaches somewhere!” it was Bowline, chipper as ever, “Glad I picked 
west instead of east, I could have been walking for fucking hours. Well, fortune favors the fortunate.” Though short, the young sailor 
was sprightly and quick even in the sand, “Oh come on, Adalhard, you’re looking as gloomy as those damned rainclouds! Aren’t you 
glad to see me?” 
 Skip, skip, skip, plunk. Adalhard threw his last rock and then turned with a smile, “I am, but I’m less glad that you’re about to 
get rained on on my account. Let’s get back to Nosos.”
“Hey now, that’s the best damn idea you’ve had since we got here. Hey, I’ll race you back! Get moving!” Though normally Adalhard 
was not one for footraces, he couldn’t help joining in.
The northerner was tall and slim and had a great, wiry strength in him. He ran as fast as he could on the uneven ground, holding his 
straw hat so it wouldn’t fly off his head while his himation flapped to the rhythm of his sandals on the rocks. But he could no more 
gain an inch on Bowline than dodge the pebbles he kicked up; the sailor’s strides were smaller but they were nimbler too. 
 The first drops of rain fell on his neck as, panting, Adalhard cleared one slow bend in the rocky beach after another. Then he 
realized there was no finish line. Where did Nosos begin? It was no coincidence that the island bore the same name. 
The cobblestoned road that led into the heart of the city was drawing near on their left. Adalhard took a gamble; he jumped up the 
short embankment onto it early and soon had almost caught up. He dodged a slow-moving shepherd just as Bowline stumbled and 
nearly fell. Adalhard stopped until he recovered his balance and his narrow lead. “Hey, what the fuck was that,” Bowline stopped run-
ning again a moment later, “You can’t stop and let me win just because I tripped! Now it’s no damn fun.”
Adalhard shrugged, putting his hat back on to deflect the intensifying rain. “Fair’s fair. Besides, it’s getting too dark to be racing and 
too crowded as well… we’ll have a decisive rematch some other time.”
“Now you’re talking,” Bowline stood on one foot to remove a pebble from his sandal, “But let’s get out of this damn rain, I know just 
the place.”
 As Adalhard expected, the young seaman led him to a tavern along the docks that was nearly overflowing with boisterous 
sailors. Luckily, they found a small table in a fairly quiet corner, though the air was still positively dripping with brine and sweat. He 
waited silently for Bowline to return, which he did with a small ewer of the local wine and an earthenware cup for each of them. Adal-
hard shook his blonde head when his friend offered to pour a drink for him.
Bowline shrugged, “You’re too serious all the fucking time, Adalhard. I know duty’s everything to you and I respect that, but you’ve 
got to relax.” He poured himself half a cup and then put the flagon back down.
“Now’s not the time! I’ve spent nearly a week in this city and haven’t heard so much as the faintest rumor about alleged contacts who 
might or might not know something about the man I’m after! If I miss this chance, I’ll never find him again; I’m sure of that,” he 
rested his face one hand and scowled as he trod the same fruitless mental paths again.
“Now’s the only time. You’ll just exhaust yourself for nothing if you keep slogging away like a fucking stupid horse trying to move a 
mired cart. You’ve got to rest and think. Then the solution will come to you,” he plucked an invisible solution out of the air and took 
his first sip.
 Maybe he was right, Adalhard considered, still feeling rather morose. The metaphor was apt at least, for his current methods 
simply did not work: “Good day to you, suspicious looking stranger. Say, would you happen to know anything about the man I’m 
looking for? I don’t know what he looks like, what his name is, where he is, where he’s going, or what he wants.” He’d hoped he’d hear 
some sailors talking about a mysterious crate on their ship or something, but most likely the Silent Man wouldn’t try the same trick 
again. What else could he do though?
 “Hey,” Bowline interrupted his brooding, “Maybe I could help if I knew more. If you tell me about this thug, I’ll tell you why 
they call me ‘Bowline.’”
 Adalhard thought a moment. No doubt Bowline was trustworthy, but the man was also loose-tongued. The last thing he 
needed was to be found again. More importantly though, he’d involved Bowline in this when he started talking to him on the ship. 
The sailor had a right to know about any danger he might face as Adalhard’s friend. “I’ll start at the beginning,” he intoned, “You 
should know everything. I hail from the Jutar people, far to the north across the mountains and the great forests. Kyros was whis-
pered of even there; my father and the chieftain paid for me to come here and learn to be a great fighter to aid our tribe against our 
enemies. There I trained for ten years. Not a fortnight ago, I found Master Sedacles murdered in his bed. I had some enemies among 
the students who accused me and drew swords. I escaped and fled the isle by boat, then hid from them while I made my way overland 



 to the little port of Petros. You probably remember it. There I stowed away on the Sea-Foam. I was caught when we reached Rinth, 
but there was another stowaway considerably more skilled than myself. What’s more, Captain Xenophon and I suspect he stowed away 
previously to sneak into Petros in the first place a few days before. The man attacked Panhsj and me for witnessing him sneaking off 
the ship and he fought very, very skillfully. Maybe it’s a longshot, but I think this mystery man assassinated Sedacles. Or he knows who 
actually did. But not only am I not sure of that, I don’t know if he’s really even coming here, what he looks like because he kept con-
cealed behind a hooded cloak, or even his voice since he didn’t make a single sound. Hence I just call him the Silent Man.” Adalhard 
threw up his hands as he finished and then laid his head on a sturdy fist again, “Well there you have it. If I can find him then justice can 
be served, not to mention I can clear my name and stop being hunted. But till then I need you not to tell people about me or word will 
get back to Kyros about where I am and I’ll have to flee again.”
 Bowline, who had listened with uncharacteristic solemnity, nodded firmly, “Go listen to some fishermen and learn to spin a 
proper tale; I’ve never heard a warrior describe his exploits with such dry humility. You have my word though. Just don’t go spread-
ing my story around either, it’s a bit embarrassing. So five winters ago I got it in my head to try my hand at sailing and I met Captain 
Xenophon- though he had a different ship then. Well I may have… exaggerated my nautical expertise. The captain took me on, but I 
didn’t know all the important knots- just one, really. The bowline. I tied those everywhere rather than ask about the right kind because 
then everyone would know I was inexperienced. Well of course they found out anyway when I was always using the wrong knot. Now 
back then there was this really big, gruff sailor by the name of Isidoros aboard. After he caught me tying one in place of a reef knot he 
said he’d make ME into a bowline the next time I tied one where it didn’t belong.  I learned my lesson but the name stuck.”
 Adalhard chuckled, even as he wondered why Bowline was speaking differently, “Well what’s your real name then?”
 The sailor shook his head, “That IS my real name. I’m one of Captain Xenophon’s crew now.”  Adalhard watched the dwindling 
crowd and pondered while Bowline slowly drank. “Hey, I’ve got an idea,” he said as he refilled his cup, “I’ve heard talk there’s a damn 
good warrior who lives in the city, a local legend even. Name of Leontios. They say he’s been a bodyguard for fucking everyone with a 
body valuable enough to guard, then he was a mercenary out west on the mainland, and then hired out to rich merchants to protect 
their cargo from pirates- or raid their competition. The favorite story goes his aim’s so fucking good that he single-handedly repelled a 
pirate attack; then he had the captain chase the pirates down and he boarded and plundered THEM. Anyway, he was also once a Kyros 
student so I thought he’d know if Sedacles or whatever his damn name was had any enemies.”
 “THAT Leontios?” Adalhard’s eyes widened, “Sedacles never stopped telling all of us we should train harder to be more like 
him. Him or Nikomedes depending on the day. I think his greatest regret was that neither had stayed on as sub-masters to succeed 
him.” Now this was an interesting idea, yes the old master’s favorite student might well know something useful. But on the other hand, 
“If he finds out where I’m from, he might assume I’m the murderer or tell someone who will.”
 “So don’t let him know you’re from the Kyros school!”
 “Well I can’t just go there planning to lie to him,” Adalhard was indignant at the suggestion.
 Bowline nearly laughed, but hid his smile behind his cup when he realized the northerner might be serious. “Then don’t! Just 
don’t damn well bring it up and there won’t be any problems. We’ll go see him at dawn tomorrow, don’t be late!” He left to return the 
half-full ewer to the publican before Adalhard could respond.
 Though he had doubts about the idea, Adalhard had to admit it had merit too. He edged his way between the remaining 
drinkers and waited for his friend outside in the open air. Not that the air was much fresher there really, the city stank of too many 
people and animals living close together. The rain, falling harder now, felt oddly cleansing though and at least the dark streets were 
nearly empty even down here by the waterfront. He glanced over the half-dozen nearby ships. The Silent Man could have already come 
in on any of those. Or leave on one tomorrow. Not to mention be halfway across the isles by now. It was a daunting prospect, but he’d 
push on. Leontios at dawn it was. Though come to think of it, he had no idea where the man lived. 
With his usual, serendipitous timing, Bowline chose that moment to arrive, extricating himself from conversation with a few sailors.  
 “Hey, I knew you’d still be out here, you want to know where Leontios’s house is I’d wager. Well I’d just tell you, but you’d get 
fucking lost again. Change of plans; meet me by the main cistern an hour after dawn. I found out the man goes running ‘round the city 
at first light every morning but he’ll be back by then. I’ll take you there myself.”
 “But I need to-“
 “It’s raining, Adalhard!” Bowline waved his arms up at the pouring sky, “No one fucking wants you to bring them water from 
wells down the road when they’ve got buckets to spare! Now get on home and out of this damned downpour!”
 Adalhard was staying with a local bronze smith who let him sleep in his loft as long as the boy fetched him cooling water 
every morning. It was cramped and smelled of smoke and the straw he had to lay on was prickly, but he wasn’t one to complain. That 
night he dreamed of Sedacles’s murder. Not for the first time by any means. But this was less dream than memory, every detail seen 
again with perfect clarity. Save one thing he had not truly seen before.
  There he was, throwing off his blanket in the utter stillness and standing- he even felt the cold and the hardness of the stone 
as he rose and straightened his little sleeping robe. He silently pushed open the door. He looked down the hall both ways. What had 
woken him? He’d been groggy at the time, but now his thoughts seemed perfectly clear. As he padded along the hall in bare feet he’d 
wondered whether it was a dream or a real noise he’d heard from Master Sedacles’s room. He knew the master would thrash him 
soundly for disturbing his rest. But he’d continued, stumbling forward in the pitch darkness. Blinking and rubbing his eyes with one 
hand while opening the door with the other, he stared into the shadowy room stupidly as his eyes adjusted. He took his first step in, 
saw the master under the bedclothes. “Master?” he’d whispered at the time, though he heard nothing now. Then he took his second 
step as the first whiff of blood hit his nostrils. There lay the master, a large shaft of moonlight falling on his chest through the enor-
mous window in the spacious room. His very still chest. And then he saw the head was just slightly separate from the neck. It was a 
relatively smooth cut for something as difficult to sever whole, he’d realized calmly at the time. He ought to know, he was one of the few 
who hadn’t considered himself above studying Hanraktan. His mouth was open now and he was shouting or screaming, though in the 
dream he could hear no sound and felt rather than heard all the doors starting to slam open behind him. In another moment all the 
other students would rush in, yelling and pointing accusing fingers and drawing weapons and he would flee out the window. He turned 
his head briefly toward the coming onslaught and a faint glimmer of light caught his eye. On the ground. Under the large bed, for 
the master’s was raised on legs to let it be warmed easily during cold nights when his window became a liability. The glint of a bronze 
blade- a xiphos. The xiphos. Yes the one he knew better than the man who wielded it. A remarkably silent man indeed to have gone 



completely unnoticed down there. He must have waited for everyone to run out after Adalhard to leave. Clever. As first of his accusers 
ran in, he woke. 
 He dreamed no more that night and what he had seen stayed in his memory. And a memory it had been he was sure, no mere 
dreaming figment. The Silent Man had been there under the bed, sword in hand. Though it was not his sword that killed the master; it 
wasn’t designed for such a blow. Perhaps he had an axe as well, but that was a question for when he’d been caught and could be silent 
no more.
 Adalhard woke the next morning with renewed vigor, nearly jumping off his straw mat and dazing himself painfully, cour-
tesy of the low beams. Well at least he’d had time to recover from that previous knock on the head. It was dawn already to judge by the 
golden glow coming through the straw roof, he’d have to get moving to be early.
Although Adalhard had passed by the great cistern several times a day, he still took many wrong turns through the chaotic streets and 
alleys. At least there were no crowds yet so he could see. Ah, there it was. The stone pool was nearly brimming over, and the roads had 
turned to mud wherever they weren’t cobbled. It was drizzling again now and the day looked to be full of sunshowers. Looking around 
the little plaza, he found Bowline already there. His dark hair was still damp and mussed from sleeping but the smile on his bronzed 
face hadn’t dimmed.
 “Hey, there you are. Let’s get going before we’re damn well drowning in sleepyheads!” Other than that the walk was quiet. 
Adalhard was still thinking about his dream and was trying to memorize their route in case he needed to talk to Leontios again, but he 
found it so winding and confusing that he half-suspected Bowline was leading them about in circles. “Here it is!” the sailor waved at 
the grand house before them. 
 Grand by Adalhard’s estimations anyway, though he had seen many bigger ones and even a palace or two on Nosos. It looked 
to have two stories and perhaps as many as 4 rooms on the lower. Not to mention there were two hide-covered windows on the closest 
side alone. Leading up to the ornate door was a small, pillared sort of porch. “Hey, we should use the rear entrance instead; a lot of 
these damn bigwigs prefer not to have just fucking anyone seen at the front door.”
 Adalhard shrugged and walked before him through the narrow alley between it and an only slight less imposing house to the 
right. Turning the last neatly squared corner to a very deserted back alley he was met by Leontios, a long arrow shaft protruding from 
his left eye and a look of shock on his bloodied face. The dead man was slumped over a railing of a little porch matching the front. Al-
most before he saw the two windows were uncovered, Adalhard whirled and clamped a hand over Bowline’s mouth, pushing him back 
out of sight. “Not. A. Sound,” he whispered louder than he’d wanted to. His wide-eyed friend nodded.
  Keeping his ears ready for the telltale creak of a bow, Adalhard first waved his left hand out past the corner again. When it 
came back unharmed he peeped out cautiously. A man in a heavy, traveler’s himation was walking nonchalantly around the far corner 
–perhaps having emerged from a window- but turned away before he could make out any features. There was a simple, huntsman’s bow 
on his back though. “The murderer is leaving,” Adalhard growled, “I’m going after him. No you’re not coming with me,” he cut Bow-
line off, “You’re unarmed and untrained. You’re going to alert the city watch. Meet me by the cistern at midday,” Adalhard copied his 
friend’s trick, darting around the corner before he could protest. 
 Though till a moment ago he’d planned on rushing in and apprehending the man immediately, Adalhard reconsidered. Better 
to find out who else this man was involved with than to risk destroying a valuable lead. More dangerous certainly too, but he wouldn’t 
be swayed by fear.
 Adalhard knew how to avoid being seen in theory; not attracting undue attention was a key way to avoid being punctured by 
sharp objects and hence was taught on Kyros. But he couldn’t risk losing sight of the killer in the city, not to mention a more immedi-
ately dangerous possibility: it was conceivable the murderer had seen him first and was just waiting for a chance to take him by sur-
prise. Adalhard knew exactly how far he could close from before a man could draw a concealed dagger; he intended to keep his quarry 
within that distance.  Another problem was that while there were not enough people on the streets to try to blend into the crowd, there 
were still many around who could direct odd looks at him if they saw him staying out of the archer’s sight. That would give him away 
for sure.
 Fortunately either the bowman was not very perceptive or he was too busy seeming unconcerned and nonchalant to ever 
look behind him. Adalhard studied the murderer as he followed, lurking behind one concealing building after another. There wasn’t 
much that could be seen of him for he had his hood up and the dark green himation ended not far above his boots. On a less damp day 
that of course might have attracted some attention, but with it still drizzling on and off no one would give a man so dressed a second 
glance. This was not the Silent Man though, of that he was certain. Too tall, too broad, and simply not menacing enough somehow. 
Adalhard was nervous of course, always thinking the man could turn and strike at any moment or have cronies anywhere. There was 
just something unprofessional about him though that left the northerner sublimely confident he could win any sort of fair fight. Not 
that he let his guard down of course, even an honorable warrior knew better than to fight ‘fair.’ That was just a euphemism for ‘let the 
other man win.’
 Adalhard had expected the city to get seedier and more sinister as he followed the man, but if it did, he couldn’t tell the differ-
ence. Indeed, the houses grew larger and richer as he crept along. This archer might have wealthy allies. 
 The man swerved to knock on a door! Adalhard ducked out of his field of vision and started walking away between the two 
houses he’d slipped between, nearly sure he’d been seen. Hopefully he would be taken for a man just passing through the area. He 
slowly circled about the nearby houses while deciding what to do. The man had knocked so it was probably not his own home, further 
evidence for Adalhard’s suspicion that his co-conspirators might be waiting within. It might also mean they were all waiting by the 
door, which would make any spying more difficult. On the other hand, it was possible that this was a simply man too important to 
open his own door and he knocked for a servant, but that seemed less likely. 
 The house was soon to come into view again. Adalhard looked around the slowly building crowd on the flagstone-paved road 
he was now walking, what did an assassin look like anyway? How many could he see right now? How many could see him right now? 
He tried not to walk too fast or too slow, not too close to or far from the middle, and not to seem either to strut or slink. Stepping out 
of view of everyone on the road behind, he looked around to make sure no one was in sight and then ran swift and very low to press 
himself up against the wall near a window almost opposite the bowman’s door. 
 No voices and no movement to be heard. The house had but a single floor unless there was an expansive cellar; everyone was 
either in another room or waiting with weapons drawn to kill him once he made his next move. It was with some trepidation that he 



 slipped his hand in behind the window covering to open it..
 Reach, reach, reach. He was up to his elbow now and working at an awkward angle as he tried to both keep his body away 
from the line of fire and not look particularly suspicious in case someone should walk by. He fumbled about, sure that every tap of 
his fingers on the inside of the wooden wall would bring someone running. There, the hide was unhooked. He could now push the 
flap about freely and make his way in. For the first time it occurred to him that what he was doing was quite illegal. Also for the first 
time, he realized that didn’t concern him greatly. He was nearly sure that more lives were on the line than just Leontios’s. Perhaps, 
these men and the Silent Man might even be connected. 
 Now or never! Adalhard stepped one leg way up and awkwardly slipped inside, hand flying to the hilt of his makhaira even 
before he was clear of the obstruction. In a crouch, he glanced about quickly. It was a sparsely furnished room that by the looks of 
things took up an L-shaped two-thirds or so of the floor. Several simple cots were laid out at one end and he could see that both 
doors were now barred. That was all; this didn’t seem like a place furnished for living in very long. No guards in sight either, what 
luck!
 Keeping low and moving slow and silent, he crept to the interior wall that must house either his quarry or the way down 
to find them. Yes, sure enough there was a closed door near the far side of the house. Adalhard waited by it and listened intently, his 
ears beginning to pick out a few scattered words of the muffled conversation he could hear from within.
 “… sure though …. … …. heads will roll,” the voice was nervous and slightly high pitched.
 “I … arrow … through his eye. … he’s dead as …” that one was very deep and sounded very close. Adalhard could easily 
picture the big man he’d been following speaking scarcely a yard away from him.
 “Well that …. please the …. captain. I … we can trust … pirate.” Adalhard could not tell if this was a different man from the 
first.
 “Won’t need …. … … brings Owl …. … Sedacles they’re …. We kill … … … to start ….,” Whoever this possible fourth 
man was, he spoke very softly and curtly.
 “…. riddance … … dirty pirates … … … … rid of them …,” it was either the first or the possible third man. 
 “Patience.” The Terse Man again.
 “.. Crow … check the door? … … heard someone.” It was the Nervous Man. Adalhard started as he registered what he’d just 
heard and had barely an instant to ready for the door to swing open.
 “See, nob- uf!” Adalhard doubled him over with a well-aimed fist to the gut and then seized him by the head and shoulder, 
slamming him against the far wall. 
 Leaving the Big Man winded or unconscious as a hurdle for the others, he clambered awkwardly out the window. Adalhard 
cursed his stupidity as well as his clumsiness as he painfully caught his right shin on the frame; he hadn’t taken so much as a single 
glance at the man’s face while he could! No time for that now, he didn’t know if there were 4 or 14 men in there and was poorly 
equipped to find out. 
 He ran as fast as his legs would carry him, heedless of going unnoticed by the dozens of people he slalomed around. If his 
luck held, the Big Man hadn’t really seen him either. If not, no need to give him a clear view now. He zigzagged through several 
streets to make his trail harder to follow before eventually slowing to a brisk walk. Again, it took him most of an hour to find the cis-
tern in the great, ramshackle maze. He had to find his way to the waterfront, then back to the bronze smith’s house, and then wander 
about some more to find it but the time seemed to fly by. As he’d hoped, Bowline was there early. Though short and like most of the 
other islanders in appearance, he was somehow easy to pick out in a crowd. 
 The sailor gave a mock salute, “I told the city watch, sir. All of Nosos’ll be in an uproar when word gets out, but I doubt 
they’ll get much of anything done. Their job is more deterring crimes than finding out who fucking did them, eh?” He paused a 
second and then intercepted Adalhard’s question, “No, I didn’t say anything about you or how I found out. They didn’t even ask. I 
figured you’d go to them if it was a good idea. I’m glad you made it back in one piece, guess I shouldn’t have worried. Hey, did you 
find the killer’s hideout?” He spoke quickly in his excitement and it took Adalhard a moment to understand precisely what he’d been 
asked.
 “Good thinking there, I don’t want to get entangled right now. I had some close calls, but I did find him and his cronies. 
There’s at least 3 of them, maybe many more. But…,” Adalhard trailed off and then winced in embarrassment, “But I doubt I could 
find them again. I was a bit distracted at the time and I don’t really know my way around.”
 “Fucking amazing, Adalhard!” Bowline rolled his eyes, “Do you need me to follow you and draw a map everywhere you go? 
Hopeless!”
 Adalhard paused, suddenly making sense of several clues he hadn’t even recognized as such, “Not hopeless. No, quite the 
opposite,” he trailed off again. “Bowline! Could the pirate whose crew Leontios thrashed have been Heron?”
 “Well… might have been. He’s a nasty sort that one from what I’ve heard,” his eyes gleamed as he thought he caught Adal-
hard’s drift, “Yes, yes I can damn well find that out today.”
 “Now he passed us going roughly the opposite direction, didn’t he? How likely is it he was on his way to Gyros?” Adalhard 
was thinking even faster than he could speak.
 “Hey, I’m no captain. I’ll talk to some other sailors, but it’s at least a solid possibility.”
“Please do. I’ve reason to believe the Silent Man will be on his ship when it arrives. Hmm, we met him on the fourth day, and got 
here on the fifth so he’ll arrive… tomorrow at the soonest?”
“Tonight! His ship has more rowers; it’s faster.”
Less time than Adalhard had hoped for by a longshot, but the plan forming in his mind wouldn’t take long to implement. He just 
hoped it wasn’t a foolish one.

What’s Adalhard’s plan to catch the Silent Man?
A) Convince the City Watch to search Heron’s ship.
B) Wait and try to identify the Silent Man as he leaves among the others.
C) Set a trap and make the Silent Man come to him.

-Matthew Hartman






